
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Monday 3 July 

Third Generation Day 

Tuesday 4 July 

Year 3 trip to Preston Manor 

Wednesday 5 July 

14.45-15.45 Nursery leavers event 

15.45 EYFS and Year 1 term ends 

Thursday 6 July 

12.00 End of Year Celebration for Years 2-8, 

Lancing College Chapel 

13.15 Term ends 

LPWA Notices 

 
Thank you for supporting the Sports Day 

refreshments. 

Thanks to your kind generosity, you will now 

know, that all the children in school will be 

benefiting from £10 towards their Third 

Generation Day. 

Dates for your diary 

AGM & Committee Meeting Wednesday 

4thOctober 2023 

Fireworks Night Friday 10th November 2023 

 
 

 
 

 

 30 June 2023 

 

The Week Ahead … 

Keep up to date with our online calendar 

www.lancingprepworthingcalendar.org.uk 

And our sports calendar 

Lancing Prep at Worthing | Sports Home 

(schoolssports.com) 

(Team sheet password lpw123) 

Follow us on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook 

@LancingPrepWthg 

 

 

Fact of the Week! 

The Eiffel Tower can be 15 cm taller 
during the summer, due to thermal 

expansion meaning the iron heats up, 
the particles gain kinetic energy and 

take up more space. 

 

http://www.lancingprepworthingcalendar.org.uk/
https://www.schoolssports.com/school/Default.asp?Id=25028
https://www.schoolssports.com/school/Default.asp?Id=25028
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Matilda 
Congratulations to our Prep School pupils who, last week, showcased their talent in a production of Matilda the Musical. There are so many words 
to describe our school production: awesome, marvellous, outstanding, magnificent, splendid, superb, remarkable, exceptional, tremendous, and 
the list goes on. A huge well done to everyone involved, including casting, costumes, set design, props, choreography, and, of course, singing and 
dancing. We are already looking forward to planning next year’s production!
If you would like to view the full photo gallery or purchase an image, please visit: https://loveheartphotography.pic-time.com/-matilda and enter 
‘Chokey’. 

https://loveheartphotography.pic-time.com/-matilda


School News

Sports Day 
Last week sports took centre stage as we celebrated Sports Day. The children were exceptional and gave their all during the events. The 
younger children competed in the egg and spoon, bean bag, and sack races. The older pupils competed in the 80m, 150m, and 600m races 
along with an obstacle course, finishing with a lovely picnic on the school field. Thank you to all our lovely families for coming along to support 
us. The children had a great day.



School News

Year 1 Pizza Making with Kenny Tutt
Year 1 had a fabulous morning with Kenny Tutt, winner of Masterchef 
2018, making delicious pizza (while using mathematical language 
involving measurements) in our Food & Nutrition room! Thank you to 
Kenny; the children had a fantastic time.

Year 2 gets a visit from a tortoise
Year 2 had a fantastic time meeting Sheldon the tortoise. They enjoyed 
feeding him salad leaves and learning all about tortoises!

Year 3 Sand rake project
Year 3 have just completed their sand rake project. First, they tested 
real sand rakes in sand to find out how well they worked and whether 
they had a good grip. Using their findings, the children then used the 
scroll saw to cut corriflute combs and the junior hacksaw to cut wood for 
the handle. Finally, they decorated and made excellent grips for their 

Year 4 children have poems published
The Year 4 children are thrilled to have had their poems published in 
the Poetry Towers book, which is part of the Young Writers UK Poetry 
Towers Competition. Well done Year 4!



Final Teambuilding event at Lancing College
Year 7 had fun with water at this year’s final team-building activity at 
Lancing College. Could they move the ping-pong ball from cup one 
to cup five, one at a time? The pupils all realised they had to almost 
overflow the cup before they could blow the ping pong ball across 
to the next one. Then, if you had a cup on your head, could your 
friend fill it with water from the other cup? Whoever crosses the finish 
line first wins! Rock, Paper, Scissors, which they played in couples, 
marked the end of the session. Well done, Year 7.

School News

LAMDA Success!
We have had our most recent set of LAMDA (London Academy of Music 
and Dramatic Art) results through, and we are delighted to report an 
outstanding set of results. 100% of our pupils passed with either merit or 
distinction. Well done to you all—amazing!

Year 6: Visit The Bowerman Charitable Trust, Champs Hill
Year 6 pupils had a fantastic time at Champs Hill, where they viewed 
the art collection, explored gardens, found amazing sculptures, and 
participated in a house challenge to make a bird out of natural materials. 
Well done to all the children who survived the 27-degree heat!

Gravestone Recording
Some of Year 8 learned about the usefulness of gravestone recording as 
a social history aid and had a go at recording some gravestones in the 
local churchyard. It’s not as easy as it looks!



Year 8 Maths
Year 8 has been studying several number systems, notably binary and 
the ancient Babylonians’ hexagesimal system. On their “clay tablets,” 
they tried documenting their base-60 numbers, Pythagorean triples, 
and multiplications in cuneiform.

They have also been learning more archaeological math skills, this 
time Tri-lateration for accurate scale planning of 2-D areas. They went 
back to the classroom and then accurately scaled the plan at 1:20 with 
pairs of compasses and rulers.

Year 7 Geographers explore Broadwater
It was singularly appropriate that the Year 7 students had a fieldwork 
experience trip with Dr. Bustin from the College during the National 
Fieldwork Week run by the Geographical Association. They walked 
around our local Broadwater area to explore the urban geography of 
our home ‘patch’. They completed surveys, made notes, and made 
field sketches, which they later evaluated back at the school.

Year 8: Have fun after exams!
The summer term is always a mixture of hard work for exams, followed 
by some well-deserved activities and trips for Year 8 as they come to the 
end of their LPW journey. Post-Common Entrance, the pupils enjoyed 
a treat at a local coffee shop, reading the papers and debating current 
affairs while enjoying some delicious drinks.

Letter from Kensington Palace 
Recently, we were delighted to receive a letter from Kensington Palace.
Following on from last year’s LPW Earthshot competition, the Prince and 
Princess of Wales wrote to say how pleased they are that we are running 
a green competition inspired by their own. ‘It was very encouraging to 
hear about your support for The Prize and the enthusiasm that it has 
generated in your school.’

The LPW Earthshot competition is bi-annual and last ran in 2021–22; 
please look out for news in 2023–24 of the next competition! Now that 
we have royal support, we are going to make the next competition even 
bigger and better!

School News School News 

Year 8: First Aid Course 
Pupils have been working towards completing their First Aid course. 



School News

Year 8 Fun Day Out 
Year 8 celebrated the end of exams with the annual tradition of a fun day out. They started off with a rounders match, then headed to Brighton 
Palace Pier, where they had some fun on the roller coasters, ghost train, and bumper cars, and finished off with seeing Spiderman: No Way 
Home at Dome Cinema.



School News

Archaeological Dig 
Broadwater Manor House is the home of LPW, and the house and grounds are steeped in history, which can be traced all the way back to the 
Domesday Book. There have long been intriguing parch marks appearing annually on the school field as the ground dries out in the warmth of 
the summer sun. Rumours have abounded of remains under the ground—possibly part of the original manor house, a Tudor building, or even 
a Roman villa! A chance conversation and a rash ‘let’s dig it up’ idea led to a term-long project for our Year 8 pupils. This week they have been 
busy digging and have quickly gotten the hang of trowelling, filling buckets, and transporting to the soil heap. Finds appeared quite quickly—no 
treasure but items with their own little stories. Well done, Year 8!



Chess results 
Congratulations to our chess team, which competed against 16 local 
schools from across Sussex in the Butler Cup U14 competition this 
week. They won 4 out of 4 games in round 1, 3 out of 4 games in 
round 2, and 4 out of 4 games in round 3. This led them to victory with 
the highest scores in the division! A huge congratulations to the four 
pupils that competed, and a special well done for being so sportsmanly, 
shaking hands before and after every game.

Year 2 children celebrated Amina K’s birthday last week with a lovely 
cake that had a photo of the front of the school building on the front. 
Happy 7th birthday, Amina!

Well done to Cameron and Leah B. Cameron has raised money for the 
Alzheimer’s Society, raising a total of £110 selling ice cream. Leah also 
took part in a charity singing concert in her village, which raised over 
£1000 for the Alzheimer’s Society.

Well done to Reuben D, who got the Manager’s player of the season 
award for Worthing United’s U11 Youth Team.

Well done to Bertie C, who had a stall at the Summer Fair and sold 
homemade lavender bags, which he cut out and stuffed himself. He 
and Charlotte did a great job of selling them on the day and made 
enough money to adopt two otters, Tik and Tok. The otters were 
rescued by the Wild Otter Trust and hope to be rehabilitated in the wild 
someday.

Congratulations

Well done to Freddie B, who took part in a local football tournament for 
Billingshurst FC and made some brilliant penalty saves, thereby helping 
his team win the tournament.

Well done to Beau and Felix H, who went to two author events at the 
Brighton Festival last month and really enjoyed meeting the authors 
afterwards. MG Leonard, who wrote the Beetle Boy trilogy, inspired 
Beau to get his collection of pet Sun Beetles. Horrible Histories 
with the illustrator Martin Brown, who gave a brilliant talk on how all 
children can draw if they practise enough.



Congratulations to one of our academic scholars, Imogen W, for being 
shortlisted for The Orwell Youth Prize 2023. Once scholarship exams 
were over, English lessons were given over to writing poetry and prose 
for pleasure. Imogen’s poem, ‘The Appeal of Power’, is indeed powerful. 
She will attend the prize-giving ceremony at UCL on 8 July and will 
participate in a poetry workshop with Anthony Anaxagorou. Good luck, 
Imogen!

ABRSM Results 
Below are the fantastic exam results from this years ABRSM (Royal 
Schools of Music). 

Tilly R-C has worked so hard in such a short amount of time to reach 
her 50-metre badge in swimming! Well done, Tilly.

Congratulations

Here is a picture of William P with Sheku Kanneh-Mason. He had 
the privilege of playing alongside him last weekend at the National 
Children’s Orchestra! Well done, William!

Tilly R-C and Peaches C had a lovely time last Saturday being Mumma 
(Peaches) and Puppa (Tilly) in their West End theatre group production. 
They sang, danced, and acted with a huge group and coped very well 
with the pressures of performing in front of a huge crowd. Well done! 

Reception

Otto D for showing doubles to 20 with the Numicon and cubes!

Felix H for showing doubles to 20 with the Numicon and cubes!

Phoenix P for the super detail he put into his whale painting

Emily S-Y for her creative ‘Under-the-Sea’ role play idea

Year 1

Rory B for persistence and determination in the Bannister mile

Pasha D for illustrating a sound story

Aniket D for increased confidence in the classroom

William J for a lovely mehndi pattern in REP

Amber M for inventing an amazing flying machine

Andre M for persistence and determination in the Bannister mile

Year 2

Chloe B for being constantly organised and helpful

Roman B-C for recalling important information in PSCHE

Leah B for being a resilient ruler in maths learning Time

Magnus D for good dictionary work

Primrose G for using time words to describe her day

Asher G for your fantastic monkey painting in Art

Lana G for being so welcoming to a visitor

Zara H for your fantastic work on statistics

Amina K for your fantastic presentation and neat work

Oscar K for being a resilient ruler in maths learning time

Toby S for your amazing painting of a lion

Jasper S for remembering the term 'Physical Features' from a 
previous lesson

Pre Prep Head Teacher Awards
from  09 06 23

LPW 
Love

Learning

LPW 
Be

Kind

Bannister Mile 
We were pleased to hold our annual Bannister Mile this year at 
Broadwater Green, and we are pleased to announce we raised over 
£2195.63 for the DEC Turkey and Syria Earthquake Appeal. Thank you 
to everyone who sponsored us.



Year 3

Freddie B for independently crafting an inquisitive PowerPoint about Brighton in the 
Victorian times for his Victorians History delving deeper homework.

Orlando B for fabulous independent Science research on Mary Anning and fossils with 
lots of detail.

Fatima C for inquisitively and independently carrying out research into the work of 
Alexander Graham Bell and presenting her findings beautifully.

Maisie C for persistence and focus throughout our Maths lessons.

Clemmy D {for always following our school aims by being kind.
{for fabulous independent Science research on Mary Anning and fossils, lots of 
super detail. 

Emily E for following our school aims by being a kind and caring individual who is 
happy to work collaboratively and support your friends when they need it.

Isla L for inquisitively and independently carrying out research into the work of 
Alexander Graham Bell and presenting her findings beautifully.

Rishita M for always being so helpful to others and being adventurous, particularly in our 
Maths lessons.

Anneka MDC Fabulous independent Science research on Mary Anning and fossils.

Zara R {for inquisitively and independently carrying out research into the work of 
Alexander Graham Bell and presenting her findings beautifully.
{for crafting a Punch and Judy show with a script to perform in front of Year 3 
as part of her Victorians History delving deeper work.

Year 4

Damian B for demonstrating an excellent understanding of decimal numbers, in our 
recent maths lessons, transferring skills and making links to other areas of 
maths.

Dylan C {for a fabulous Science report on the Endangered Green Sea Turtle, super 
detail. Great linking and transferring.
{for voluntarily sharing and talking about his Victorian artefacts with Year 3 to 
support their learning in History.

Jasper D fabulous Science report on the Endangered Sunda Tiger, super detail. Great 
linking and transferring. 

Elodie G {for showing great levels of resilience and a determination to succeed while 
learning about decimal numbers.
{for a fabulous Science report on the Endangered Snow Leopard, great detail. 
Super linking and transferring.

Francesca G {for a fabulous Science report on the Endangered Giant Panda, super level of 
detail. Great linking and transferring. 
{for creating a highly imaginative island design inspired by ‘How to Train Your 
Dragon’. You used ambitious and adventurous vocabulary to describe it.

Rory G {for a fabulous Science report on the Endangered Green Sea Turtle, super 
detail. Great linking and transferring.

Esmee-Lily M for persisting with Senior Chess Club every week and being an open minded 
learner.

Cody M {for producing a creative and imaginative alternative front cover for ‘How to 
Train Your Dragon’.
{for a fabulous Science report on the Endangered Green Sea Turtle. Super 
linking and transferring.
{for creating an imaginative island design, inspired by our class text ‘How to 
Train Your Dragon’.

Elliott S for a fabulous Science report on the Endangered Sunda Tiger, super level of 
detail. Great linking and transferring.

Hattie S for developing highly imaginative ideas when planning for your travel brochure 
all about your island creation, inspired by our class text ‘How to Train Your 
Dragon’.

Ethan S {for a fabulous Science fact file on the extinct Great Auk, super labelled 
illustration.
{for demonstrating great resilience and perseverance when learning about time 
in lessons this week, especially when converting between 12-hour and 24-hour 
digital time.

Year 5

Barney T for a very resourceful and well-crafted homework presentation on the Forces 
topic.

Harry C fabulous delving deeper in Science looking into Natural Selection and Darwin’s 
theory. You clearly loved this topic and investigating further. 

Ryley G for fabulous Science homework on Darwin’s finches and other bird species. 
Super detail.

Theo K for a very resourceful and well-crafted homework presentation on the Forces 
topic.

Charlotte M for a very resourceful and well-crafted homework presentation on the Forces 
topic.

Skantha N-R for a very resourceful and well-crafted homework presentation on the Forces 
topic.

Year 6

Sophia A for super Science homework on similarities and differences of the fossil horse 
compared to the modern day horse. Excellent reasoning.

Joshua C for super Science descriptions on the Evolution sheet, linking and transferring 
from past weeks.

Constance DF for super Science homework on similarities and differences of the fossil  
horse compared to the modern day horse. Excellent reasoning.

Ryley G {for super Science homework on similarities and differences of the fossil  
horse compared to the modern day horse. Excellent reasoning.
{for super Science descriptions on the Evolution sheet, linking and 
transferring from past weeks.
{for fabulous Science homework on Darwin’s finches and other bird species. 
Super detail.

Max B for super Science descriptions on the Evolution sheet, linking and transferring 
from past weeks.

Harry C for super Science descriptions on the  Evolution sheet, linking and 
transferring from past weeks.

Jonathan C for fabulous Science homework on Darwin’s finches and other bird species.

Beatrice D for super Science homework on similarities and differences of the fossil  
horse compared to the modern day horse.

India G for super Science descriptions on the Evolution sheet, linking and transferring 
from past weeks.

Jessica W for super Science descriptions on the Evolution sheet, linking and transferring 
from past weeks.

Sophia S {for fabulous Science homework on Darwin’s finches and other bird species. 
Super detail.
{for super Science descriptions on the Evolution sheet, linking and 
transferring from past weeks.

Sienna B-W {for fabulous Science homework on Darwin’s finches and other bird species.
{for super Science homework on similarities and differences of the fossil  
horse compared to the modern day horse.

Bella L for super Science descriptions on the Evolution sheet, linking and transferring 
from past weeks.

Year 7

Eva M for showing great kindness to a younger pupil.

Regan C for kindly giving his last over of bowling to another child so that they could 
have their chance to take a hat-trick.

Year 8

Kaylee B for her creative end of year French project about Paris.

Molly B for her creative end of year French project about Paris.

Lucas C for his creative and detailed end of year French project about le château de 
Versailles.

Florence D for her commendable contribution to the French club.

Jude G for being open-minded, inquisitive, adventurous and persistent for his end of 
year French project about Parisian food.

John H for his end of year French project which displayed all our school’s learning 
powers.

Martha M for her commendable contribution to the French club.

Purdey M for her well-researched, well planned and interactive end of year French 
project about Paris’ landmarks.

Abigail M for her imaginative and well-researched end of year French project.

Janani R for her outstanding scrapbook about Coco Chanel and Victor Hugo as part of 
her end of year French project, and for her commendable contribution to the 
French club.

Oliver S for his detailed reserach on the PSG for his end of year French project about 
Paris.

William S for capitalising on his French lessons in his well-researched and creative 
end of year French project on Paris buildings, and for his commendable 
contribution to the French club.

Imogen W {for being shortlisted for the Orwell Youth Prize 2023, for her imaginative and 
adventurous writing.
{for her outstanding end of year French project about Paris in art displaying 
the 16 learning powers of our school, for her amazing contribution to the 
French club and for her commendation in The Anthea Bell Prize  for Young 
Translators organised by Oxford Queen’s College.

Prep Head Teacher Awards
from 09 06 23  

LPW 
Love

Learning

LPW 
Be

Kind

House Points 
The House Point totals for the summer term are in! 
Congratulations Celts for topping the leader board. 
         Celts    1743 Celts    1743 
                                      Normans  1720Normans  1720  
                                      Saxons    1614Saxons    1614
                                      Britons                1539Britons                1539



 

 

 

Third generation day Traditional beef bolognese   
Salmon fishcakes with lemon 

mayo 
  

 
Vegetable and lentil 

bolognese  
Veggie nuggets with tomato 

ketchup 
  

 
Vegetable and lentil 

bolognese  
Vegan nuggets with tomato 

ketchup 
  

 
Garlic and herb bread 

 
Sweetcorn 

 
New potatoes  

 
Baked beans 

 
Garden peas  

  

 

 
Baby spinach, avocado, 

crouton and parmesan salad 
 

Homemade baked ham 
 

Couscous salad with fresh 
herbs  

  

 
Melon wedges 

  
Fresh fruit 

Rocky road  
 

Fresh fruit  
  

 
Cheese twists  

 
Fresh fruit 

Ham pin wheels  
 

Fresh fruit 
  

WEEK:3 
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